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LIMITED

WE ‘Mersey’ Diamond Full Mid Bar Gates

MERSEY DIAMOND   
   FULL MID BAR GATE

‘Mersey’ Diamond Mid Bar Gates are renowned for their strength and durability. Their 
compact bunching means that they take up little room relative to the width of the car 
entrance, and headroom requirements are minimal.

GATE FRAME

Heavy galvanised mild steel double 
channel vertical pickets fitted with 
precision hardened ball bearing 
concave or convex pulleys at the top 
and malleable cast iron guide blocks at 
the bottom. Hot rolled mild steel lattice 
bars pass between and interconnect the 
vertical pickets. Full mid bars are fitted 
between each pair of pickets to reduce 
the gap.

Additional strength provided by fitting 
reinforced channel around the leading 
pair of pickets.

BOX TYPE FRONT (Optional)

Fabricated from a galvanised pressed 
steel channel with full height plate and 
connected to leading pair of pickets to 
form heavy duty impact resistant front. 
Recommended for heavy usage.

TOP TRACK

Gates up to 2300mm height between 
tracks and up to 3050mm overall width 
are top hung from blade top track which 
has a round top for ease of operation as 
standard, but can be supplied with 
2-piece rolled or heavy duty fabricated 
top tracks if site conditions dictate.

Gates over 3050mm overall width are top 
hung from 2-piece rolled or heavy duty 
fabricated top tracks.

BOTTOM TRACK

Galvanised mild steel 25mm x 25mm 
standard channel sections or heavy duty 
fabricated tracks supplied at additional 
cost should heavy traffic be using the lift.



Service & repairs 24 hours a day 365 days a year

GLASGOW: 0141 778 8461     MANCHESTER: 0161 205 2797     LONDON: 01920 468634     MONTROSE: 01674 674825     BIRMINGHAM: 01675 467228
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WEIGHT:

Approximately 32 kg/sq.m

SPACE REQUIREMENTS AND 
DIMENSIONS

Refer to standard drawings

Options include:

• Re-enforced leading edge

• Mathews catch

• Galvanised standard finish

• Powder coating to any BS/RAL  
 colour available at additional cost

www.liftgates.co.uk
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